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'Wheelbarrow" speaks to the laboring men from the standpoint
a laborer, although he does not work with a shovel and a

wheelbarrow now. In his first essay, published in one of the
numbers of The Open Court, he says: " I sign my name
'Wheelbarrow' because that is the implement of my handicraft
or was when I was a strong man. I was by profession a 'railroad man my part in the railroad business was making the roadbed by the aid of a pick, a shovel and a wheelbarrow." We
quote this passage because from our personal acquaintance with
early

Editor.
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earnest, and, as we
Science. The work is done with
successful effort to conciliate RcliRion with
higher future.
reverence for the past and with full confidence in a

The Reader

will find in

believe, a

The Open Court an
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not
are
errors
their
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sequences of the most radical thought are accepted, but
tue faults of a one-sided view.

true,

which Religion can bt
notions are recognized as mere accidental features of
purified without harm to the properly religious spirit.
This idea

its

various scientific aspects and
If fully grasped,
life.

and emotional

lectual

yearnings of the heart as well as the requirements of the intellect.
Facts which seem to bear unfavorably on this solution of the religious
problem are not shunned, but openly faced. Criticisms have been welcome,
and will always receive due attention. The severest criticism, we trust, will
in The Open
serve only to elucidate the truth of the main idea propounded
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and simple a manner as to make them easy of comprehenwho have never before given the subject much
thought. Last year he published a series of tracts on the labor
question which were widely read, but not half so widely as they
deserved to be. Treating of his subject from a working, inan's
standpoint, he displayed an extraordinary wealth of apt but homely
lucid

deep significance to intelwill be found to satisfy tht

in its
it

be accepted.

s'on to those
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POTTER.

Mr. Potter discusses the question

of the relation of individual existence to the aggregating

power

and well being of society. Nature in this matter should be our
teacher, and the spinal world-plan of nature is the method of differentiation.

It is

a process of concentrating the forces of existence

done through the process of self-preservation. This principle of selfism is means only, not an end. Without it there would
be stagnation, but the individual organism does not exist for its
own sake. Nature's aim is higher, broader, richer life. The end
which

is

of individual existence is the

common

good, the general well-be-

and here is where the law of ethics and the obligations of reupon social problems. Individual self-interest and enfurnish the rough materials for the meliorations
which mark the progress of the higher civilization.
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many

rare ability of being able to treat of complicated matters in so

is,

FEARLESSLY AND WITHOUT RESERVATION OF ANY KIND,
presented in

advises the

criticises

which has been and
It is a scientific truth (a reality)
is shown to be a truth.
of Religion contains all that
will remain the basis of ethics. The Quintessence
elevating and comforting in the old religions. Superstitious
good and

working men in a friendly, persuasive way, and
of their methods of reform as harmful to themThese essays have been much
selves, tyrannical and unwise.
admired,notonly by the workingmen,but also by men eminent in
American literature. In an editorial article on "Wheelbarrow,"
"He possesses in a striking degree the
Ihe Bos fan Hcra/d said:

He

THE QUINTESSENCE OF RELIGION
is

"Wheelbarrow" we understand that it is literally true.
"Wheelbarrow" treats the labor question in a manner peculiarly his own, with illustrations drawn from every-day experience and presenting a moral which may be seen at a. glance.

we

perceive

it,

is

concedes that

much

unreal and has no

of

e.xist-

like the snakes, for instance, to the

victim of delirium tremens; and he agrees that "the properties of
matter" owe much of their character, and even their existence, to

our senses, which give matter all its qualities, or, at least, modify
and change them according to the number of our senses and their
ability to perceive. Yet, for all that, he says "If a given supposed
:

a mental state on the part of the subject, a
rational cause for the production of that state is wanting."
With great self confidence, Professor Cope says: "Evolution gives the cotif de grace to idealism of the consistent type. In
object be purely

the gradual unfolding of organic
facts,

subject and object.

It sees

life

for

it

sees the

them

each other," and further on he says:

"It

interact
is

two universal
and influence

equally competent

the materialist to deny the existence of mind as for the
deny the existence of matter. The materialist behold

idealist to

ing the imperfection of the senses may pronounce them to be,
one by one, incotnpetent witnesses, and declare them to be
illusions.
But the fact is, both exist, object and subject, matter

and mind."
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NATURE AND ETERNAL YOUTH.

death

is

And

so, in

our innermost soul, we

with death, and recognize that this ar-

is

This, then,

be neither careless nor impatient nor contemptuous
as one of the

operations of nature. * * * Everything harmonizes with

me, which
ing for

is

me

harmonious

is

all

We

O

Nothdue
which thy

Universe.

is in

Everything is fruit to me
Nature: from thee are all things,

time for thee.
seasons bring,

to thee,

too early, nor too late, which

O

to

things return."*

think that the power

in

—

—

be bad.

Let us merge ourselves
the All, of which

we

in the

unending being

of

are an actual part, in actual union

with the farthest worlds.

We

are not strangers here,

we rest in our home. Let us live here, therefore, with
our whole souls; and let us be thankful and rejoice,
that our native land, despite many a gloomy dale, is
so beautiful.
In us, nature exults in her own being;
in us, nature blooms into consciousness; and the soil
that, unceasing, produces new blossoms, remains preserved forever. Let us abandon our self-seeking, our
arrogance and presumption, and disclaim the unreal

'M.

Aurel, IX.

and

IV. 23.

so

upon

further re-

he therefore assume that the power that
bends the bow to-day, came first into being with that
flection will

Much

nearer

that

works

/i?io7v

that all energy

in

the

is

life

now

now

life

power

the thought, that the

lies

spent,

the same

is

flourishing."

(We now

"This

will npt, of

preserved.)

course, satisfy the claims that people are accustomed
to

make upon

proofs of a future existence after death,

nor will it afford the consolation that people expect
from such proofs. Nevertheless, it is something; and
people who fear death as an absolute annihilation, need
not contemn the perfect certainty that the innermost

remain untouched by it." Our
" What
people will say,
'the life of mere dust, of crude matter, shall be regarded as the continuance of our being?' Ah! but do
you know this dust? Do you know what it is, and
what it can accomplish? Study it before you despise
it.
This matter that now lies before you as dust and
principle of

life will
is

eternal.

'

'

when

ashes, will dart into crystals

!

dissolved in water;

emit glittering electric sparks,
will give rise to a force through its galvanic tension,
that, decomposing the strongest combinations, can

will shine as metal, will

reduce earth to metals; yes, of its own self,
in the form of plants and animals, and from

bosom

will

unfold that

shortsightedness

life,

lutely

be

Yet

we

so deeply concerns you.

hidden

is

To

con-

that so abso-

we

are of the body, not an

atom

of us

lost.

— a fact more important for us

are of the spirit,

after.

will rise

its

nothing?"

In so far as
will

it

the loss of which in your

tinue to exist as such a substance,

absolute separation between us and the rest of nature.

Let us plunge with our mind into the unceasingly rising and falling swell of physical and spiritual development, let us expand our Self until it encompass the

in

that once

totally annihilated

is

so potently animated the same, nor

substance too

good company when we die. The
place where all our loved departed lie and all the
cannot
best men of times past rest our mother earth

come

Yet

are

that formerly animated a

it

ever-

its

matter and energy, we are eternal.
Schopenhauer well says: "Because the powerful arm
that three thousand years ago bent the bow of Ulysses
no longer exists, no thoughtful and logical person will

we

arm.

with respect to death, but to wait for

CopU

are not spirits, but living bodies.

as

beget, and to be pregnant and to bring forth,

consistent with the character of a reflecting man, to

thee

We
far

the other natural operations which the seasons
dissolution.

Dollar:

!

all

is

Single

then experience

shall

to

of thy life bring, such also

Two

thou wilt ever remain in the home that has born thee,
not £ear death
Nor from the ground e'er depart, which in its love thee enfolds.

Do

may

rangement of the order of the world which brings
about a constant rejuvenation of life, is proper.
"Do not despise death," says the Stoic Emperor,
"but be well content with it, since this too is one of
those things which nature wills. For such as it is to
be young and to grow old, and to increase and to reach
maturity, and to have teeth and beard and gray hairs,
and
and

I

i

Close thine acquaintance with Nature! And learn to revere her as mother.
Then in the end thou wilt sink peacefully into the earth.

there were no death: for

the condition of the "eternal youth" of the

human race.
make peace

i{

lastingness.

as a calamity; but greater
if

10,

whole world, and we

BY PROF. GEORG VON GIZYCKI.

Death appears to us
would that calamity be,
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We

we

are not " like

still

—in so far as

have an existence heregrass," we flourish not "as

also
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wind passeth over it and
place thereof shall know it no
of our life
more." Though we do die, yet the results
word are
do not disappear. A noble deed, a good
And
blessings.
often the seed of thousandfold
influence of a true
it be not apparent, yet the
a flower of the field; for the
is

It

gone, and the

though
live, is
and noble man, in whatever circle of life he
And so, let us act immortally, let
none the less real.
actions are lastus so act, that the consequences of our
that does not
ing life and not death. There is not a life
a beneficial or

upon others
ence; the good is the
exercise

fore us that,

if

we

so will,

injurious influ-

We

have a life becan become a model of ex-

hfe-giving.

Is this prospect, then,
cellence and righteousness.
worthless in our eyes, even if the individual life has
And when we stand- at this confine
in fact a limit?

and look back upon an upright and virtuous life, shall
" I do not repent of
we then say it was worthless?
having lived," said Cato, " for I have so lived that I
do not think to have been born in vain." The consciousness of duty performed makes death easy, and we can
say with Paul: " Death is swallowed up in victory.
O Death where is thy sting? O Grave where is thy
And if we are good, we shall have left in
victory? "

which we

Our

love.

interest in

therefore, cannot

life,

diminish: the welfare of humanity has become our
personal destiny. The answer to the question, "What
shall I do to be saved?" ever remains the same: Love
humanity better than thyself. There is no truer saying than that of the Song of Songs, "Love is strong as

Death."

Our

hour

last

is

an act

we can

of life;

transact

it

worthily or unworthily; our love or selfishness, our
bravery or cowardice will show itself then for the last
time.

The hour

of

death makes an ineffaceable im-

pression upon those that survive us whosoever, then,
while conscious, sees it approach, will regard it as a
;

matter of duty to ennoble the last act of life. He will,
if he be among beloved friends, once more afford them

and

this of

itself

Duty and Love

— they

a proof of his love,

consolation.

him

will yield

are

the

con-

querors of death.

BODY AND MIND;

THE DATA OF MORAL

OR,

PHYSIOLOGY. *
BY FELIX

L.

OSWALD, M.D.

Part XIX.

HEALTH AND

DISEASE.

(Continued.)

the good men behind us a pleasant memory; the remembrance in the hearts of loved ones is a monument
In this spirit Jeremias Gotthelf has the grandalso.

The Chinese ''Book of Rewards" tells a story of
two lovers who became infatuated with the charms of
the same maiden and who both were distracted by the

child say, after the death of the revered grand-parent:
' Grandfather said
What would graiidfather say

death of their enchantress.

'

'

What would

<

—

'

he think of

it

'—Such

sayings in our house so long as

we

will

be the best

often as

life of

the

we

love, so often

humanity,

if

after her burial the

we

do we

younger continued his

culcate the advantages of perseverance, but indirectly

we

live;

tired to a hermitage, while the

quest of happiness and finally won a fairer and better
bride. The moral of the parable seems intended to in-

live."

thou wishes! for being immortal!
Art thou afraid of death?
when thou art gone it remains.
Live as a part of the whole,

As

But

elder of the rivals renounced the world forever and re-

'

live

love humanity. Let us sow,

humanity may reap, let us strive after power, that
humanity may grow better and happier, let us anticithat

also illustrates the contrast of certain influences of

The victims of decrepitude endure the spite of fortune in stolid resignation, while
conscious strength refuses to accept defeat and wooes

health and disease.

pate with hopeful spirit humanity's glorious future:
and then we shall conquer death. The life of humanity

success by different methods, or in a

immeasurably long for us, almost an actual eterand the possibility, too, of the perfection of
man and his conditions is immeasurably great. In the

their healthier,

—

is

nity,

new

arena.

Worn-

out races seek refuge in resignation more easily than

though geographically perhaps

less fa-

vored, neighbors; as emigrants, for instance, the effete
natives of Portugal and southern France show less en-

"When the conthe fancy of the old-style believers.
versation turned upon eternal life and its pleasures,"

Hungarians and Swiss
energy of our American
competitors for the prizes of fortune has carried them
further and further west, and the population of the

cannot

Pacific slope thus represents the luckiest survivors of

real earthly future of the

finds a far

more

fruitful

said Dr. Martin,* "

I

human

race our imagination

province than

Heaven

often ponder to myself,

I

affords

understand at all, what we are going to pass away
And the thought, too, can console
the time with."
life
us, that our earth is not the only living world
flourishes, here or on other planets, into all eternity.

—

Love

of

man

dispels the fear of death.

Even

though we do grow older and the natural bound of
life ever approaches nearer, yet that continues to live
Luther, Table-Talk.

terprise than the landlocked

highlanders.

the moral

The

restless

marasmus that turned mediaeval Europe
madness and misery.

into a lazaretto of

In many respects, therefore, that population should
be distinguished by the moral characteristics of comparative health, and, indeed, exhibits

analogies to the moral types
ards) of

Pagan

antiquity:

Translation copyrighted.

(if

The

many

curious

not the moral standsame boyish love of

THE OPEN
same

same hatred of despotsame generous
impulsiveness, but also the same impatience of restraint, the same recklessness and fierceness of selfhelp.
The virtues, as well as the vices of the typical
mirth, the

frankness, the

ism, of formalism and hypocrisy, the

COURT.

however, imply an exceptional, rather than a morbid,
or morbific, state of physical

men who,

are

have perfected their sense
distinguishing

skin, in order to
tive) that

of

provocation.

meek

revolvers at

their

a

He

repeats the com-

non-resistance to

evil:

they pull

He

mere verbal discourtesy.

preaches the vanity of worldly wealth: they break
their necks in a scramble for nuggets.
He insists on

of

touch to that degree of

which other persons can

objects

established authorities: his hearers defy those authori-

mandment

There

concomitants.

in full possession of their usual health,

Westerner, in fact, represent the extreme antithesis of
the world-renouncing monastic type of early Christianity. The orthodox clergyman of a western miningtown still preaches the duty of passive submission to
ties at the slightest

1405

dis-

tinguish only by the tests of optical evidence, and

even if that faculty should have been acquired at the
expense of physical comfort (as by abrasions of the

make

the finger-tips,

etc.,

more

date the competence of their conclusions.

reasons the

phenomena

discredited by ascribing
tive

sensi-

circumstance would not necessarily invaliof spiritualism

them

to

For similar

can hardly be

an abnormally sensi-

condition of the psychic organism.

the duty of humility: they prefer death to humiliation.

In other
words, the symptoms of special physical disorders
may include the functions of a mental stimulant. The

He

febrile effects of various stimulants are so well

inculcates the efficiency of prayer: they

woo the

known

favor of heaven with crow-bars and blasting-powder.

to react

He describes the deadly snares of the arch-fiend and
groans as he depicts the horrors of Gehenna: their

dram-drinkers often come to consider a dose of their
virulent drug an indispensable preliminary of mental

comment,

efforts,

mere mention

the

at

pressed by a horse-laugh.

He

of that

name,

is

ex-

enlarges on the sinful-

ness of secular diversions: they would barter a stack
of prayer-books for a fighting-cock and would shoot

on the brain, that habitual opium-eaters and

and Lord Byron, as well as Carl Weber (the

author of Democritus) record the fact that they used
aperient medicines for a similar purpose.

Sterne wrote the

last

Hudibras for interfering with a fandango. He asthem that weeping is better than laughter: they
would dispense with sunshine as soon as with fun.

of

He

the fever of excessive fatigue, the incipient

Sir

sures

adjures

commanded

them

in the

name

his disciples to

of the

abandon

moralist

who

their families:

they will travel a hundred miles afoot to rejoin their
wives and youngsters. His gospel of other-worldli-ness has

become

a dead letter to

men whose

an unknown future.
It

is

fornia,

Memories
bygone events have often been almost miraculously
revived by abnormal conditions of the body (insomnia,
ney under the influence of an hectic fever.

enthusiasts, are said to induce visions of

friends by starving themselves into fainting

Psychology

is

"the prototype of future America," Sabbata-

too sadly far from having attained the

sibility

of

who

absolutely deny the pos-

enlarging the scope of mental vision by

physical artifices, and

who

think

rian despotism has never dared to rear its viper-head

bodily infirmities could

while the preponderance of secular over mythological

impair, the vigor of the mind.

influences

is

departed
fits.

standpoint of a positive science, to warrant the dogmatism of the materialists

a significant sign of the times that in Cali-

symptoms

and the Yogis, or Brahminic

of strangulation, etc.),

instincts

rebel against the folly of sacrificing a safe present to

Laurence

chapters of his Sentimetital Jour-

We

greater than in any other part of our na-

it

intensif}',

must beware, however,

inconceivable that
or,

indeed,

fail

to

of falling into the mis-

tional territory.

take of confounding the effect with the cause of intel-

The "Land of the Setting Sun," like ancient
Greece (blest by an almost exactly similar combination of geographical and climatic advantages), is a
land of realism and Nature-worship, and its prosperity
offers an additional encouragement to the hope that on
the whole the current of moral tendencies is rapidly
returning from Ghostland to Earth.
In the New
World, at least, the doom of Anti-naturalism seems

lectual energy, in trying to

clearly sealed.

A

less

simple problem

is

involved in the question in

how

far such symptoms of returning health can be accepted as unpropitious to the prospects of Spiritism.

Anti-naturalism

is

equally morbid in

indisputably a
its

cause and

spiritualistic diathesis, as Carl

symptom

of disease,

in its tendencies.

Vogt expresses

it,

The
may.

explain the frequent con-

comitance of genius and disease.
"

The

may undermine
tutions,

fiery spirit,

working out

its

way,"

the stamina even of vigorous consti-

and Arthur Schopenhauer goes so

far as to

consider certain mental gifts absolutely antagonistic
to

the physical interests of their possessor.

human

"

The

brain," he says, "is a parasite which attains

an abnormal development only at the expense of other
vital organs, and transcendent genius generally precludes the hope of long life, or else avenges its prerogatives in the abasement of the next generation.
Nay, even the lex parsimonite, Nature's thrifty habits,
preclude the hope of a simultaneous excessive development of mental and physical vigor. Young apes, in

THK OPKN

1406

their years of immaturity and helplessness, often
amaze the observer by their almost human intelligence
and docility; in after years that disposition gives way
to stupid truculence, as if Nature had deemed it
superfluous to lavish intellectual faculties on a creature abundantly able to make its way through life by

dint of physical strength."

Perfect mental and perfect physical health are perhaps necessary concomitants; but the evidence of biographical records leave no doubt that abnormal (and
especially one-sided) mental pre-eminence, is compatible

with

all

sorts of physical

infirmities

— occasion-

even with cerebral disorders. Cromwell and Dr.
Johnson often passed weeks in a state of mental
despondency bordering on despair. In the case of
Swift, Tasso, and Cowper, that disposition became
Rousseau's eccentricities justified the suschronic.
picion of madness.
Lord Byron's best friends pronounced him unfit for the duties of domestic life.
Saint Simon was subject to fits of hypochondria, which
ally

at last

drove him to suicide.

Luther, and Dr.

Fourrier, Swedenborg,

Zimmerman were

wildering visions.

Julius Caesar

the majority of

to epi-

soundness or vice, while genius springs as often from a
lineage of health and physical vigor. Queen Christina's
and Marshal Saxe's fathers were stalwart kings.
Goethe's and Schiller's, robust burghers of conservative
habits.' So were Napoleon's, Mozart's, Heine's, Schopenhauer's, Franklin's, Galileo's, Haller's, Herschel's,
Newton's, James Watt's, Milton's. Beranger's, Beethoven's; and Vandyck's,Bunsen's,Burns'sand Carlyle's

parents were honest peasants. Lessing's and Addison's
were simple country parsons. Schopenhauer's view is
still further supported by the genealogical infecundity
Not one of a hundred great statesmen,
of genius.
poets, or philosophers, has transmitted his talents to
his offspring.

As

a rule, then,

we may assume

that disease

is

far

abnormal physical
indeed, that under ordinary circum-

oftener the effect than the cause of

much

development

from hallucinations as
strange as that of Nebuchadnezzar; " he would fancy
himself a horse and prance round the billiard-table
neighing, kicking out at his servants, and making a
great noise, until, exhausted by fatigue, he suffered
himself to be put to bed and well covered up.
On
awakening, he remembered nothing that had passed."
Peter the Great was eccentric to a degree that would
have doomed any other man to the insane asylum.

That

vice versa."

still more frequent contrast in the hereditary anteImbecility can nearly
cedents of idioc}' and genius.
always be traced to an ancestral taintof mental un-

that terrified their friends with doubts of their mental

Richelieu

and

most commonplace intellectual mediocrity, but also by

vigor, so

sanity.

of genius,

the

fits.
Newton, Pascal, Auguste Comte, Albertus
Magnus, and Cardan had periods of mental aberration

leptic

men

strange assertion would be sufficiently refuted by the
frequent concomitants of nervous disorders and the

troubled with be-

was subject
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stances

it

so,

tends to impair, rather than to promote, the
of inherited talents.

Nor can there be any doubt

suffered

ency
of

of

many physical

of the anti-moral tend-

disorders.

veracity, benevolence,

Principles of honor,

justice,

chastity,

yield to the influence of lingering disease.

may

all

Certain

nervous disorders beget an almost uncontrollable deOnly a few
sire for the perpetration of mischief.
months ago a young girl made three different attempts

Charles XII, of Sweden, Felix Sylla, Mohammed the
Second, Haroun Al Raschid, Alexander the Great, and

burn the buildings of a New York charity hospital,
where, on account of her youth (less than twelve years)
and her bodily infirmities, she had been treated with
invariable kindness.
On being confronted with the

Si'ltan Bajazet

undeniable proofs of her crime, she burst into

rage.

and, with passionate emphasis, reiterated the plea
that she " could not help it, though she had almost

were subject to fits of uncontrollable
So were Dr. Francia and the poet Landor.
Mozart died of water on the brain; Beethoven was
morbidly sensitive and eccentric; Moliere was liable
to cataleptic fits; Chateaubriand to attacks of the
darkest melancholy; George Sand to suicidal temptations.
Chatterton, Gilbert, and probably Rousseau
yielded to that temptation. Alfred de Musset and Poe
died a drunkard's death, and Donizetti ended his
days in a mad-house.
Yet all those examples seemed to confirm Schopen-

to

gone crazy in trying to fight it down," and added, that
she had more than once been on the point of asking
the superintendent to send her away, and that she
would have run away if she had not felt sure that her
evil penchant would ripen into action somewhere or
other.

Dr.

lady

W.

B. Carpenter mentions the case of a

who had enjoyed

all

education, and who, as a consequence of

who
symptom

disorder,

than the hypothesis of Dr. Moheld that genius is merely an incidental

—

of nervous disorders
"a mere allotropic
form of that abnormal condition of the nervous centres which elsewhere manifests itself as epilepsy, monomania, or idiocy— the physiological history of idiots

bemg,

in a

multitude of particulars, the same as that

young

the advantages of a liberal

l.auer's theory rather

reau,

tears,

a nervous

was seized with an irresistible desire to practice all sorts of deceits upon her unsuspecting attendants, and at last tried to mystify her physician by
sticking a handful of pins into different parts of

her

body and pretending that they had been swallowed in
a fit of mental aberration and worked their way out,
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causing her untold agonies of

internal

pain.

The circumstance that the migratory implements of
torture had all come out head-foremost, at once suggested the real mode of their introduction, but nothing
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when he proved
determination

who
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symptoms which often
endangered the lives of his best friends.
In one of
those paroxysms he made a savage attack on a messenger who happened to approach him without the
formality of a special permission, and once actually
butchered his favorite page, Constantin Chranza,
whom he had carefully educated for the special purpose of conciliating the good-will of his Byzantine
subjects.
A perhaps still stranger case is that of the
young Scotch pedagogue, Thomas Hunter, who was
hanged at Edinburgh, August 22, 1700, after having his
right hand struck off at the foot of the gibbet. Hunter
had been engaged as a tutor to the sons of Col. Gordon,
the chief bailie of Edinburgh, and a year after (having
been guilty of some indiscretion which his pupils reported to their father) was kept awake several nights
by the fear of losing his position. That fear proved to
have been unfounded, and Hunter continued to enjoy
the confidence of his patron, but a week of insomnia
had unsettled his mind, and the first time he got a
chance to accompany his pupils on a butterfly-hunt,
he lured them into a thicket and after savagely upbraiding them for their indiscreet gossip he assailed
the eldest with a knife, cut his throat from ear to ear,
and then overtook the murdered boy's brother and
succeeded in taking his life just before his shrieks attracted the attention of a party of gentlemen who at
the time were taking a walk in the fields.
The absence of anything like an adequate provocation was equally remarkable in the more recent case
of Prof.

Fiitterer,

a teacher at the

classic high-school, of

versatile

Gymnasium,

Heiligenstadt, Prussia.

or

His

accomplishments made him a favorite both

summer

LIFE.

PART

IV.

{Concluded.)

The

indigestion, attended by moral

or his

by committing

BY W. PREYER.

the hospital.

Second, the most accomplished
monarch of his age, was subject to periods of chronic

his regret,

relapse,

a

FACTS AND PROBLEMS OF SCIENCE.*

could not pos-

have been actuated by the desire of simulating
disease for the reasons which occasionally induce
soldiers and prisoners to enjoy a few weeks of rest in
the

avoid

{To be continued.)

sibly

Mohammed

the sincerity of

to

suicide.

short of an hypothesis of moral insanity could explain

the motive of the fair prevaricator,
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fact that

by the removal

of all the external

life may wholly
cease and, after the restoration of those conditions,

conditions of existence animal and plant

may begin anew, must be regarded
lisTied.

as fully estab-

For, in the examples given in the last chap-

as also in numerous other cases, every possibility
dormant life or of a vita minima, was excluded.
Whatever may be said of dried infusoria, which have
been kept in a vacuum and exposed without detriment
ter,

of

—

water at boiling heat organisms which, it may be
shown, hold undigested food in their transparent stomachs no intelligent person will affirm that a transfer
of material takes place in frogs and fishes that are
frozen through and through.
It is a striking proof of how very difficult it is for
the human mind to accept such truths as destroy
opinions and articles of faith early rooted in the affections, that even prominent scientists like Alexander
von Humboldt, Ehrenberg, and others have held fast
to the "Eternal Whirl" of matter in living beings.
And even to-day very many would explain all the observations and experiments which I have adduced, as
mere illusions. But since the same sort of experiments
may be easily instituted, doubf s will vanish by and by
and the old views respecting life will be abandoned
to

—

forever.

According to these views there belong to the fundamental conditions of life a life-substance and a lifeforce.

To assume, in addition to the known elements, a
simple substance which by its presence in all living
organisms alone conditions their vital phenomena, is
inadmissible for the simple reason that the chemical

elements constituting these organisms (the elements
were given in Part II of this essay) are such inde-

composable substances as

of

themselves exhibit phe-

1859, he

when united together in certain unions
and arrangements under known conditions. Thus,

of ferocity,

the former hypothetical element or fundamental sub-

with his colleagues and pupils,

till

in the

of

became subject to chronic headaches and fits
which on more than one occasion justified
the suspicion that he had actually attempted the
murder of scholars who had provoked him by nothing

worse than a chronological error or the mis;Conjugation of some irregular Greek verb.
The passionate
contrition of the eccentric teacher complicated the
mystery of the moral phenomenon, and after a protracted investigation he had just been re-instated,

nomena

stance

of life

of

would not be distinguishable from

life

these latter elements, each one of which conditions
the

phenomena

of life; for,

if it

existed,

it

would

after

be effective only under the same conditions, and not
during the completely parched or frozen state.

all

•>

The times have
*

Parts

1, II,

and

happilj'

III of the

gone

bj',

when

above article appeared in Nos

prizes were
32, 35,

and

45.
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whether

offered for the solution of the question as to

plants produce an element, like nitrogen for instance.

even now, though in a somewhat different
an open question with some whether one of
the organic elements may not be produced from the
Here carbon would come into consideration.
others.
In all its different elementary forms telluric carbon
either bears in itself the unmistakable stamp of organic
structure or it may be traced back with certainty or
Still

sense,

it is

probability to

extinct

organisms.

And this is the
Even graphite,

case with no one of the other elements.
in
is

which the characteristic stamp is almost obliterated,
probably a changed form of plant carbon. We can

produce

from coal and diamonds which

it

turn are of vegetable origin.

now no

If,

their

in

therefore, there

inorganic carbon, and carbon

is

an element,
compounds of carbon must have been formed before
the origin of plants on the earth; and in the structure
of these compounds carbon must have existed in a form
in which it now no longer appears.
The carbon of
carbonic acid gas

is

is

The

cited in claim of this.

bonic acid gas which volcanoes send forth

may

car-

arise,

however, from the decomposition of carbonic acid

salts

from combustion of plant
carbon; and if there are some carbonic acid salts which
cannot be traced to animals and plants there is even
of organic origin, or possibly

—

fluid

pores

carbonic acid gas in

—

it is still

quartz in microscopical

a badly founded hypothesis to

assume

that there were formerly

acid gas by

means

enormous amounts of carbonic
which the first organisms were

of

This assumption

formed.

is

commonly made

in

order

to explain the first origin of life;

and there seems to
have been no fear on the part of scientists of a false
conclusion.
Even to this day there has been discovered no sufficient source of carbon before the appearance of plants upon the earth. Only the small amounts
of cosmic carbon from meteorites can be adduced beyond question. And even in respect to these it is not
easy to prove that they did not spring from living
bodies of other worlds.
Accordingly,

tion of life takes against the former

The

special life-force.

latter theory

assumption of a
which holds that

the supposed "whirl of matter" must take place as long
as the

life of

a

body

lasts,

has been set aside forever by

the re-animation of animals, plants, eggs and seeds of
the most different sorts or classes after they have
been dried up, frozen and kept without air and food.
If it is possible, though only in a single case, utterly to
destroy life merely by the withdrawal of water or
heat, and to restore it again after any length of time
by the restoration of water or heat, there is no longer
a corner into which the theory of a special lifeforce can seek shelter.
Just as if somebody by drying up a cistern should wholly destroy a spring, and
by restoring the water set it running again, and then

gravely assume a special spring-force. Or, just as if
somebody by cooling off a piece of glowing iron" so
that it no longer glowed, and by re-heating it should
set it glowing again, and then assume a special glowing-force!

From the fact that the life-process may be interrupted at pleasure and restored again to normal action,
like the spouting of fountain or the white heat of
metal, a very important result is attained which heretofore has not

been brought forward. I mean the nebetween the two op-

cessity of sharply distinguishing

— the contradictory (the logice opposi-

posites of living

tuni) not living or lifeless,

and the contrary (the

realiter

opposituni) dead.
All

organisms are either living or

not living, hence inanimate or

no wise always dead.

—

Those

lifeless.

lifeless, are,

however, in

Rather, they are either

lifeless,

but capable of life anabiotic, i. e., capable of reanimation, apparently dead in a narrow sense
or they are

—

and incapable of life, for which state the term
dead is used. At the present time, however, the distinction between the two last named conditions can not
lifeless

be definitely given.

It is

only to be regarded as very

probable that death consists in an important, irreparable

change

in the structure of the tissues.

But

since

carbon, which exists in abundance in
all living things, is in the chemical sense an element,
incapable of analysis and unchangeable, and therefore

such a change has not been proved in all cases of
death and perhaps never can be proved in all, and
since in every unsuccessful attempt at reanimation

not derived, nor transitory, then

where such structural changes are not demonstrable

if

of organic origin,

if it is

not exclusively

incomprehensible how it could
have passed through organisms almost without the
loss of so much as a remnant.
I merely intend to call
attention here to a difficulty which is greater than has
it is

hitherto been supposed

and which strongly impels us
doubt the elementary nature of carbon. So long as
this question is not settled little can be said of the
"how" of the first appearance of vegetable and animal
life on the earth.

to

Not

less precise

substance

is

than

its

position as to the

life-

the ground which the present investiga-

the absence of vital activity

may be

traced as well to

the shortcomings of the experiment as to the lack of
vitality,

the question

capable of

life

as to the

distinction'

and incapable of life

will

between

always remain

of a transcendental character.

Or we may go

still

further.

It

may

be highly

probable ^hat by careful observation we could distinguish with certainty in each individual case the living

from the lifeless; but still it would be difficult to affirm with assurance in each individual instance whether a lifeless organism is capable of life or not, whether
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it is anabiotic or dead; since only one experiment with
re-animation can decide the matter, and since the ab-

sence of vitality does not necessarily follow from the
failure of this one experiment in the

same manner

that

the presence of vitality would be inferable from
Effective as
a machine,

it

is

is

its

the comparison of an organism with

here inapplicable.

We

can indeed

compare an engine which moves and works when it is
•carefully supplied with air, water and food (i. e., coal
and oil) and is heated, to an active organism which is
likewise carefully supplied with air, water and food
and heated, in so far as both cease to operate without
becoming incapable of work if these four conditions
are wanting. Further, a motionless, heated machine
may be compared without violence to a living organism
at rest or asleep, and a broken machine, incapable
of work, to a dead organism, incapable of life.
For a
machine cannot work uninterruptedly any more than
an organism can; it too requires the alternation of rest
and activity if it is not speedily to suffer injury from
overheating and disuse, and to become ill, so to speak.
But in a machine it is not difficult to find whereby
it is

incapable of work, be

adjustment, or be
the organism

it

it

rust,

worn out

be

it

lack of proper

in its parts; while in

the cause
found no one is able to
remedy the evil as in the case of the machine.
This great distinction, however, is not a difference
of the mechanical principle involved; it is to be attributed solely to the incomplete means of investigation
and the defective therapeutics at our command, the
former of which can never with certainty perceive the
defects in the bod}', and the latter can never remove
insufficient heart-beats and weak lungs and supplace
them with sound organs.
There are other phenomena of life besides death,
the last of all, which fail to support the comparison of
organisms with machines. Right where the mystery
of life is the darkest, the torch of the mechanical
attempts at an explanation goes out.
Groio/h and
of death,

it is

often impossible to find

and even when

generation

it is

— the latter a special sort of growth, extend-

—may

perhaps be
explained in the future, just like digestion and respiration, as machine-work; but perceiving, willing, and imagining cannot be comprehended as mechanical processes.
For this class of phenomena from the founding of mechanics to the present day, no sufficient explanation has been offered.
In both fields of inquirer
ing bej'ond the individual person

the

methods are

still

lacking for the investigation of the

And the mass of wholly certain facts
no wise so great that the hypotheses based upon
fhese facts must be confirmed by them.
The organic
conditions are still too little known.
An experimental
doctrine of evolution, an experimental comparative
unascertained data.

is

in

COURT.
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physiology are only young sciences. An experimental
psychology has been founded only in the most recent
time.
A comparative psychology scarcely exists as

These

yet.

studies, however,

must be thoroughly

we can attempt an

tablished before

es-

explanation of vital

phenomena. Respect for facts is the corner-stone of
every good theory.
But though so many facts from the fields of psychical phenomena have been determined with certainty,

they are so

planation
that

it

little

receptive of a mechanical ex-

—judging at least by those already

known

might very well be questioned whether those

processes can be investigated with the means hitherto

employed.

Undeniable as is the title and worth of the present
mechanical explanation of life, strong as is the support
which it receives from the artificial removal and the
life-giving restoration of the conditions of

life, still it

no prospect of explaining bj' mechanics alone
the complicated spiritual manifestations of life, even
though it may know ever so accurately the conditions of physical life.
Only he who is inseparably chained to the principles of modern mechanics and
is carried away with its unrivalled successes, can deny
that by itself alone it is incapable of explaining satisaffords

factorily the will or the perceptive faculties; only

such

a one can submit to those incomprehensibilities, "force

and matter," or on the other hand assert, because mechanics cannot explain spirit, that it is unexplainable.
ft is indeed much easier and much more convenient to
explain as

many

to discover

things as possible mechanically than

laws which

will

be effective, independent

mechanics.

of all

Modern mechanical science proclaims
altogether too

And

much

of that

which

as

dogma

not yet under-

is

does appease or satisfy curiosity better
it is still to be questioned
whether with its present current principles it will be
stood.

than

all

if it

other methods,

effective in the future, since the satisfaction
is

one-sided.

to

deserve the measureless

It is

It fails to

warranted,

it is

it

affords

many objections
deification it now enjoys.

explain too

necessary, but

it is

overestimated.

be hoped that in the construction of a science of mechanical physiology the
light of philosophy may not be shut out.
At

all

events

it

is

to

Just at the present time the advocates of this victorious view should be careful to keep within bounds.

But

has acquired its sovereign
has still a double duty firstly, not
to erect purely one-sided limits and, secondly, not to
combat dogmatism dogmatically, but to give instructions in which on the contrary tolerance and reserve are
characteristic features. Other coins have value besides
those which science stamps; and other things have
after natural science

independence

it

—

weight besides those which science weighs.
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So long as we regard this matter in a different
so long as we do not recognize in philosoph)' a
science of principles like mathematics, progress though
sure enough. We must
it may be rapid, will not be
know whether the basis on which we operate is weak
or strong as we draw near the goal.
This end which the empirical investigation of life
light,

hopes to attain
tions of

is

the determinaition of

Not the

life.

all

the condi-

not the necessity,

final cause,

not the purpose of life, is its end and aim.
And if at times the translucent crystals of true discovery shoot in amid the turbid mass of errors, if
a scientist deciphers correctly a passage of the book
even
that book so infinitely difficult to read
of truth

—

—

then he has not made the costly treasure though he
may have spent both toil and pains in bringing it to
light; he but speaks with stammering tongue what
gracious nature in a happy hour has granted to him.

A GENERATION WITHOUT PROSPECTS.
BY MORRISON

The question what
them

a fair start in

many

SWIFT.

I.

life is

obtaining a

new

to give

significance

avenues of activity are
being closed* and when the temptation is strong to
spend boyhood years in occupations that bring an immediate income but which train for nothing and lead

now

that so

of the old

no higher. While the problem is grave enough for the
youths themselves and for those whom they try to
help with their earnings,

it is

a

still

our fresh

new country that is responsible for much
Our successful men of trade and in-

dustry began poor and subdued fortune, and this to
In
is forevermore the law of human success.
their eyes the world stands still and the conditions of

them

victory in trade are invariable

more serious

affair

community. When the time of life at
which any income seems acceptable and large is past,
there comes discontent if other natural wants cannot
be satisfied. The proper time for marriage arrives
and as yet these young men are not well qualified to
even to support themselves. They refrain from marriage and follow vice, or they hopefully leap into the
gloom and surround themselves with a family whose
sustenance is precarious, whose education is impossible, whose health
such as was ever possessed under
these conditions is undermined, and whose next
descendants will recruit the prostitutes, criminals, and
for the general

—

—

insane, or be youthful victims of death

if

fortune

is

and

eternal.

In their

youth no barriers were insurmountable and in their
firm opinion no barriers are insurmountable still. Nor
do they imagine that men differ in capacity, but, because they conquered, all men should conquer and
those who do not, stand condemned. And now, as if
Providence had set his face against us and determined
upon our destruction, it happens that these men hold
great influence and their opinions are
'Tis

to.

still

much

deferred

the fancy of innumerable parents

who

might order it otherwise, that their children should be
thrown upon the world without much training at an
We canearly age, to shift and learn for themselves.
not wonder, then, that those who must early struggle
for daily bread are not much helped or trained out of

Our

the general purse.

done with boys

shall be

in

of this neglect.

"Let the boys alone;

it

bear hardships.

ities to

over-ripe

watchword

still is:

will bring out their best qual-

We

had them, and do but ob-

serve the results."

and good intention this is being conand the boys of our altered generation are
It is humiliating to be
left to their unequal contest.
compelled to repeat, in this day of obvious revolution,
that times have changed. But times have changed, and
In

all

sincerity

tinually said,

no longer wise or safe

it is

the

crammed and

to toss

boys at random into

merciless business world, and

tell

go to work and succeed. It requires no little
bravery to say what must be said as commentary
upon this heroic process, but truth must out, and it is

them

to

certain that an

own

amazing number

of the

men who now

the world, could not to-day start penniless boys,

as they once did, and achieve such mighty distinction.

Instead of the golden glory that surrounds them, in
place of being taken for superior men by all whom
they meet, they would end as clerks or green-grocers,
and their greatness would be undiscovered even by

themselves.
Painful as these facts are,

we must accustom our

them, and modify, our actions accordingly.
If these giants of our day could not cope emptyhanded with the fearful odds that our day opposes to

moderately generous to them.
For this neglect of its youth the whole community
pays a heavy penalty. An epidemic infects the social
atmosphere causing immeasurable pain and observing
no limits as to whom it afflicts. Nevertheless, the

minds

and moral depravity were industrious and faithful boys, taking up
the cares and burdens of life too soon, but with a manly

wealth that crowns them be nothing more than food
and shelter and raiment for themselves and the little

forefathers of this physical degeneration

purpose.

They were

of stuff

from which vigorous and

useful progeny should

have sprung.
But they were neglected, and an idea

*

See

article

by Noah Brooks

in the

Epoch.

prevalent

new aspirant, how can the average and undismany be expected to win laurels, even if the

every

ciplined

ones?

men have their reply. They
perhaps not unreasonably, that the business
world itself is the best business school, and they ask,
what better can we do, even to-day, though the impedTo

insist,
is

to

this our self-made
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iment be infinitely greater than formerly, than to throw
the boys into the midst of the struggle and let living
circumstances and actual trial teach and develop
them? Precisely here the real difficulty confronts us.

The

positions that are open to the rank and file of
boys and 3'oung men are not such as give them progression and preparatory experiences. After five years
they are no better fitted for an occupation commensurate with the developed powers of a man than after one.

Want
then,

is

of preparation or the possibilit)' of

to-day a source of unlimited

it

:

this,

What we

deplore

is

not that

some

en-

joy this privilege but that the overwhelming majority

have no semblance of it and this way of letting
almost everybody " chance it " with nearly a dead
certainty of failure, is just what must be abandoned
at whatever expenditure of money and effort.
Wealthy people are averse to squandering money
and sympathy upon those who, as they say, waste the
one and are impervious to the other. " We would
gladly see the world better," some of them aver with
an air of patronage for the person who supposes that
it ever will be any better, " but what boots our effort?
If we pay Jiigher wages it is so much the more for
drink.
If the men who work for wages or a salary
were fairly saving they might soon have a bank account, own their own homes, in fact be independent
capitalists.
But the trouble is they nearly all lack
prudence and forethought."
;

We
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must beg the estimable persons who

offer this

ancient criticism, partially true and mostly false, to see
that at least it cannot apply to that immense body of
young men and women, the existence of which is admitted, who have no prospects of advancement and
whose income is below the border line of respectable
living, to say

them

nothing of accumulation.

Let us hold

— these persons of wealth who reiterate that their

intentions are above reproach, that they would help
their fellow-men generously

their

evil.

There is still, of course, such a thing as natural
growth in business, but it lies within the reach of only
a few and therefore furnishes no solution of the problem. Occasional instances like the following prove
this.
Some years ago the son of a wealthy ironfounder, having finished his studies at the city schools
was given his choice of two courses. " You may go to
college and take a profession if you desire it," his
father said, " or you can enter business with me. But
You must
if you do the latter, it must be as I began.
start at the bottom and serve a full apprenticeship at
every step. Your wages will be those of the men at
your side."
The boy chose the latter course, and
began by shoveling sand in the moulders' room. His
" And
father allowed no leaps, or neglect, or haste.
now," concluded the gentleman from whom I have
these facts, "that young man is one of the very best
business men in his city, and every one acknowledges
He is still under thirty, but there are few of any
it.
age who rank with him."
This was a case of progressive education. But
then it was, as we all recognize, the extreme exception.
The youth's father owned the industry. It would be
rash to say that men were not left behind at each
stage of the business who would have become equally
skilled with the same advantages of promotion and
responsibility.

COURT.

own

if

tliey

declarations by showing

knew

a

them a way

way
in

— to

which

they run no risk of scattering their skilfully corijured

thousands to the thankless winds.
We do not intend to discuss the disputed question
whether society owes a man a living, but we accept
without debate, and found our remedy upon

it,

the

owes to boys and girls such an
education as will enable them to gain for themselves
a living, and one that is comfortable and attractive.
principle that society

We

will

briefly sketch

the principles of such an edu-

cation.

The most general and important principle, and the
one as yet almost wholly neglected in schemes of
education, is that the opportunity for training must
be combined with the opportunity to earn a livelihood.
Under any other proposition most of those whom we
wish to reach could obtain no benefit. We take it for
granted that manual training is to become a fixed element of public-school instruction. Suppose, with this
as a

groundwork, courses were arranged

in the schools,

so as to enable a child to be present only one-half of

the time without loss of connection in his studies.

If

the course were continuous from morning to morning,

and the same course were repeated in the afternoon,
two sets of children could be provided for. Suppose,
at the same time, that employers of children Consented
to engage two children half a day, each where they
now have one for the whole day: the children would
obtain both education and income. The employer
would be benefited by having both fresher and more
The second principle, then, is
intelligent workers.
that the public schools must develop an organic connection with the industrial world.

The

objection will

quickly occur that the childrens' wages would thereby

be reduced one-half, which they could not stand. If
the absurd separation that we have made of educa-

and the application

overcome, the objecThis will require a system of technical schools connected with the
shops where the actual industry of the world is going
tion

tion so far as

it is

of

it,

is

real, will disappear.

forward, and that the most favorable avenue to these

be the public schools. Here it shall be possible for the
boj' to pay his way, and very soon to do more than pay his
way, while acquiring invaluable theoretical instruction.
Our national industry calls for this higher training,
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nothing

to say

especially attended to preliminary instruction in engineering, that three years at colleges of this kind
(technical colleges), combined with two years in the
work-shops, turn out better men than five years ap-

With

prenticeship in the latter."*

this

system

it

will

be possible and safe to provide a sum from which to
advance money to such boys as are in absolute need of
more than they can make at the beginning of their

They can be allowed

course.

to

mortgage their future

labor, and, since their prospects are better in connec-

anywhere

tion with the school than

may be deemed

This, in the main, disposes

was

raised regarding the dimin-

who

ished income of those
time.

It will

carried

be well

if

this,

it

attend school a part of the

the principle of progression

beyond the period

of youth.

No one

is

is

This cannot turn out good workmen or
good men, nor stimulate the young.
The cry of many, and particularly of the wealthy, is,

encouraged.

"

Do

BY GUSTAV FREYTAG.

CHAPTER A-X/X— Continued.
Princess Sidonie hastened to the door of the reception-room to meet the Sovereign. The Sovereign
passed through the rooms to her study. He cast a
glance at the open book:

"Who

has made these marks?"
"Mr. Werner noted the most important passages

me," replied the Princess.
am glad that you make use of this opportunity
to obtain instruction from so distinguished a man.
Apart from the pedantic manner which attaches to
I
wish,
his profession, he is a remarkable man.
on account of his disinterested activity, to make his
position as agreeable as possible, and I beg that you
will do your best towards accomplishing it."
for

"I

The

will say

properly rewarded to-day;t worse
usually goes wholly unrecognized and un-

that proficiency

than

else, the security

sufficient.

of the objection that

THE LOST MANUSCRIPT.*

value to the operatives and em" It is stated by those who have

of its

ployers individually.

not increase the functions of the state."

There

an alternative to this course, against which no one
has any objections to offer. If individuals, those who
have the means at their disposal, will apply the indi-

is

"As

JR.

As

The

if,

full

at most, a

my

The nations:— now, my
If later (shaving,

as

I

my

life

angril}'.

gracious father must take a favorable view of

my

doing anything of

would not become me, a woman, to dispense with the habits and customs which my lord and
father has considered binding upon himself. You have
the kind.

would not seem vain

was to-day)
deign

* Sir Lyon Playfair, M. P., Nineteenth Century, Sept. 1888.
t As we have often, had occasion to point out, the Kreater efficiency of the
workingmen of this country is not compensated. This is not extraordinary,

perhaps, for the rule of progress seems to be that efficiency increases
in a
very much greater ratio than wages
There is no reason why his (the
Kman's) share of the product should decrease as his efficiency inl,."—Neia Vorh Times. Editorial Oct. 15, 1888.
;

into

consideration of foolish gossip shall not pre-

the considerations which hinder

song must sway

Some lathered lover of old rhyme should
To read my torn leaf twice ere cast away.
And with his razor dull forget the pain.

that," said the Sovereign,

"you are not prevented from introducing

"My

Mnemosyne

dreamt

the Court."
alter

one or other of our officials, with their wives."
"Pardon me, my father; as this has never yet happened, every one would remark that the change has
It would
only been occasioned through the strangers.
occasion much ill-natured remark if an accidental visit
were to upset what has been the acknowledged rule up

design.

Had made a mock of my simplicity,
cast me off, and left me to repine.
I

of

members of
"Then you must

"The

And

In those old times

one

vent you," replied the Sovereign,

Alas, 'twas ere that loveliest of the nine

Fair fickle daughters of

to

to the present da)'."

few short years would see

accomplishment of

her hand

impossible to bring him and his wife into

principal

it

How long ago it is since hope was mine;
How long ago since first it seemed to me

closing

silently,

I wish you would inyour little tea-parties."
"You must pardon me, my most worthy father, if
My evening parties
I do not see how this can be.
have hitherto consisted only of my ladies and the

reform and improvement, the state will not be called
upon. Otherwise

AMBITION.

it is

them

vite

coldly;

BY LOUIS BELROSE,

bowed

closer relations with the Court,

vidual initiation they are so fond of talking about, to

.

Princess

convulsively.

It

deigned to permit the attendance of Mr. Werner at
your small dinners, and I could, without giving any
uncommon offence, receive him at my tea-table. His
wife, on the other hand, has never been brought into
relations with the Court through your own sanction.
It would ill become the daughter to venture what the
father himself has not done."
"This reason is a poor disguise for ill-nature," re" Nothing hinders you from leavplied the Sovereign.
ing out the whole Court."
" I can have no evening society, however small,
without inviting the ladies of the Court," replied the
*

Translation copyrighted,
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Princess, pertinaciously;

"and

I

cannot ask tliem

to

take part in a mixed society."

"I will take care that Miss von Lossau shall ap-

upon your conforming

to

my

"I

in-

wishes."

" Forgive me, gracious father," replied the Princess,
in great

"
a

excitement, "if

Do you dare

"and

if

am
I

j'ou in this case."

of anger,

approaching the Princess.

Princess turned pale, and stepped behind a

chair as

"I

do not obey

todefy me?" cried the Sovereign, with

sudden outbreak

The

I

list

Steward.

pear," replied the Sovereign, in a bitter tone.
sist

you a
and

visit

of

high position to pay regard to con-

my own

father,

as the lord of this

you can release me.

If

your Highness chooses to make new Court regulations,
I will willingly conform to them; but what your Highness requires of me now is not a new regulation, but
an irregularity which is humiliating for me and for us all."
"Impertinent, insolent fool!" cried the Sovereign,
no longer master of himself. " Do you think you have
outgrown my control because I once let you out of
my hands? I have brought you here in order to hold
you fast. You are in my power; no slave is more so.
Within these walls no power prevails but mine, and if
you do not bend to it, I will break your stubborn spirit."
He approached her threateningly. The Princess
drew back to the Wall of her room.
"I know I am your prisoner," she cried out, with
" I knew when I returned here that I
flashing eyes.
was entering my prison. I knew that no cry of anguish
could penetrate these walls, and that a slave would
find more protection among men than the child of a
prince from her father. But in this room I have a
supporter, to whom I often look imploringly; and if
your Highness deprives me of the help of all the living, I call upon the dead for protection against you."
She pulled the cord of a curtain, and the life-sized
picture of a lady became visible, in whose soft countenance there was a touching expression of sorrow. The
Princess pointed to the picture and looked fixedly at
the Sovereign.

"Will your Highness venture to insult your daughmother?"
The Sovereign drew back, and gave vent to a hoarse
murmur, turned away, and motioned with his hand.
"Cover the picture," he said, in a feeble voice.
" Do not excite yourself and me unnecessarily," he
began, in a changed tone. " If you do not choose to
fulfill my wishes, I will not insist upon it."
He took
his hat from the table, and continued, in a softer tone:
"You are beloved by the citizens; the weather is as
warm as summer, and promises to last. I will, on
your birthday, arrange to have a morning concert for
I will send
the officials and the citizens in the park.
ter before the eyes of her

shall

the

Lord High

have a gala-supper

the opera."

The Sovereign left the room without looking
daughter. The Princess followed him to the

at his

ante-

room, where the attendants were standing. At the door
she made a low curtsy. The Sovereign gave a friendly
sign with his hand.
The Princess then flew back into
her room, threw herself down before the picture, and

wrung her hands.
*

siderations from which, neither

Court, nor as

we

*

the only lady of our house," she exclaimed;
in this

through

invitations

In the evening

for protection.

have
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*

The Princes were walking in the park, and the promenaders bowed and looked after them.
The Hereditary Prince took

off

his

hat with

the dignity of

man; Victor touched his hussar cap lightly, and nodded sometimes familiarly to a pretty face.
a

"All old acquaintances," he began; "it

indeed, to be

home

is

a pleasure,

again."

"You always were

a favorite of the people," said

the Hereditary Prince.

"I have amused and provoked them," replied.
"I feel like Hercules with his mother
earth, and am ready for any mischief.
Benno, do not
look so dejected; I cannot stand it."
"If you had, like me, to walk always at the same
hour you would look so too," replied Benno, stopping
before an empty water-tank, in which four little bears
were sitting, looking at the public, who were throwing
bread to them. The Hereditary Prince took a piece
of bread from the keeper, who approached him hat in
hand, and threw it mechanically to the bears. " And
if you had by high command to show yourself every
day as the friend of the people, and feed these stupid
bears, you would also weary of them."
"Pooh!" exclaimed Victor, "it only depends upon
yourself to make these louts amusing."
He sprang with one jump into the walled place
among the animals, laid hold of the first bear as a
sheep is carried to be shorn, threw it upon the second,
and the third upon the fourth; a horrible growling and
clawing began among the bears; they fought violently
together, and the bystanders shouted with pleasure.
"Your hand, comrade," called out the Prince, to
one of the spectators, who were watching him and
Victor laughing.

giving vent to loud expressions of approbation.

me

"Help

out."

The person called upon was our
who held out both hands.

friend Gabriel,

"Here, your Excellence, quick, that they don't
catch your uniform."
Victor sprang lightly up, giving his supporter a slap,
on the shoulder.
"Thanks, comrade; if you ever get into a fix, I
will lend you a hand too."
The people cried "Bravo!" with much laughter.

THE OPEN COURT.
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"You must

force

week make

it

me

away,

as lively at your Court as

I

shall in a

have done

I

here in the bear-pit."
'"I, meanwhile, have suffered for it," replied Benno,
with vexation; " one man said to another, What a pity
that that fellow has not as much courage!' of course
'

meaning me."
"Never mind: you are the wise one. In the eyes
placed

Now

contrast with mine.

in

bright

shine

thoughtful people, your virtues

me

let

of

when

lady of the theatre do you favor
with your attentions, that I may not be in the way?
I do not wish to interfere with you."
" Nothing
Benno.

of

kind

this

is

may

only be admired

in the distance?"

believe

that

you have

free

choice," replied

Prince Benno, depressed.

"What
invite

me

"We
"And

me

a blessing for

that

I

am

not-

Hereditary

But what has occasioned the Sovereign

Prince!

to

here so graciously?"

do not know; Siddy also was surprised."
she had a hand in the
I, fool, thought

game."
" If she

had attempted anything

of

the kind, you

•would assuredly have had no invitation."

"That he does not

like

me

is

evident.

1

had a cool

reception."
"

Perhaps he wishes

"

To whom?" asked

"

He has caused you to visit amongst our

to

have you married."

Victor, quickly.
relations,"

replied the Hereditary Prince, cautiously.

"He?
to

By no means.

I

was passed on from one

another, and everywhere treated like a nice boy.

The whole was

Jiothing more."
it

you turn away from the pavilion at every
path?" asked Victor. " Have you placed

bend

in the

steel

traps there?

was

he,

you may depend upon

By

Jove,

what a glorious

face!

Look, you dissembler! So, }'0u are become virtuous?"
The Hereditary Prince colored with indignation.
"The lady up there deserves the most considerate
treatment," he sdid, moodily.

"Then
"she

that

is

the beautiful stranger," cried Victor;

reading.

is

she would only turn a look this

If

way, that one might see more than her

profile.

We

go there: you shall introduce me."
"Under no circumstances," replied the Hereditary

will

all

now."

Victor looked at him in astonishment.
"

You

refuse to present

me

to this lady?

I

do not

and he let go his arm.
"You are mad!" cried the Herditary Prince, holding him back.
"I was never more in my senses," rejoined Victor.
He hastened up to a tree, the low branches of which
nearly reached to the window, and with the agility of
Use looked up and
a cat he climbed up to the top.
perceived the Hereditary Prince, and an officer climbing up a tree.
She withdrew from the window. Victor broke off a switch, and touched one of the panes. A
bell rang, a window was opened, and Gabriel looked
need

it,"

out.
" Always in the air, your Excellence?" he cried out;
what are your Excellence's commands?"
"Tender my respectful compliments to your mistress, and request her to favor me with a moment's
interview upon urgent business."
Use appeared, with her usual serious countenance,
The young
at the window, the servant behind her.
gentleman held on fast by one hand, and raised the
"

other to his cap.

"I beg your pardon.

clearly concerted."

"Perhaps one of our great matchmakers was at the
bottom of it," said the Hereditary Prince.
"Not in my case, depend upon it. I am ill looked
upon by. the conclave of mothers of our country,
who have in charge the feelings of our princely families.
They would not stir a finger for me."
"If my father has not done it, or none of our relations, the Lord High Steward must have done it."
" Bless you for this supposition," exclaimed Victor.
"If he wishes to have me here then all is right."
" Have you spoken to him?"
" I have been with him; he talked to me about the
campaign, and spoke in his usual friendly way, but

"Then

Why do

Prince; "least of

other lady, from political reasons,

"I

"

permitted me," replied

"Not permitted?" asked Victor, astonished; "what
kind of tyranny is this? Has it become the fashion
here to be virtuous? Then impart to me, at least, what
by me

of his confidence."

little

into your

What

confidence.

What can I do here?"
But why?" asked Victor.
"That you must not ask me; he favors me with
"

into the place," said Victor.

life

"If your father does not drive

natural

down

way

Madam,

for

choosing this un-

of presenting myself to you, but

my cousin

me up here against my will."
Sir, you may take with you the

there has sent

"If you

fall,

conviction that

it

was unnecessary

the door of the house

is

to

full

climb the tree:

always open."

Use retreated, and Victor bowed again.
"The lady is quite of my opinion," he cried out,
reprovingly, to the Hereditary Prince, "that you have
done very wrong in keeping me from the door."
" There is no way of getting out of this scrape but
by going in at once, and apologizing," replied the
Hereditary Prince.

"That is exactly what I wish," cried Victor. "One
must always let people know what they want."

it."
(

To

be continued.

)
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BOOK REVIEWS.
Inventarium einer Seele. By B. von

W.

Leipsic: 1888.

one

most forcible authors in
German literature. Her special field is the Novel and she discusses
every subject in a philosophical spirit.
The present book shows
an unusual facility of treating psychological topics in a popular way.
Inventory
'The
of a Soul' is not that of her own soul; but of a man,
as

hundreds may

is

of the

Madame

exist.

M.

Suttner

is

of aristocratic birth,

but she has freed herself from the prejudices which so often attach

and professes openly her faith in the new ideals of proThe book contains many thoughtful passages,
of which the following one may be quoted:
We look at a portrait of ours taken in early youth and we
ask with a regretful murmer upon our lips: Was I really so pretty?'
We read a long forgotten poetic effusion dating from the same
period of life and we often ask: Was I really so silly?'
" Fortunately our mental parts do not fade away like the corporal beauty of youth: every new experience, every newly-thought
idea furrows the forehead with a fresh wrinkle and enhances the
worth and extends the power of the mind. And so at the sight of
our' faded photographs and tattered letters, we too will feel the de-

now published

is

in

Beethoven Place.

Mr. Daniel Greenleaf Thompson, the new President of the
Nineteenth Century Club, is about to publish an enquiry into the
fundamental principles of social ethics, and a discussion of the
trend of social evolution.
gress,"

The

title

of the

work

" Social Pro-

is:

&

be issued shortly by Longmans, Green

to

Thompson

Mr.

Co.

declares his belief that social progress can be attained

only through the perfection of social liberty.

to rank,

gressive humanity.

Christmas From An
pamphlet form. Address,

Salter's interesting lecture, "

Ethical Standpoint,"
C. J. Errant, 24

Friedrich.

Baronin B. von Suttner

Wm.

Mr.

Second Edition.

Sutlncy.

Ill

In a lecture

New York

upon " The Philanthropic Work known as 'The

University Settlement, and the Project for University
Dr. Morrison

Extension Lectures,'"

Swift discusses the efforts

I.

'

'

on the part of the educated and prosperous

to

reach the lowest

'

'

sire:

'

say:

'

Ah, that
Ah, that

I

now

I

could look as

now

could

lament over so-called

'

I

write as

lost illusions

'

did then!' yet scarcely ever
I

wrote then!' People

who

and wish back the ingenuous

ways of thought, are in a stage of transisome time or other, when they have attained

simplicity of their former

which

tion merely,

at

"

Palace

ple's

of to-day as preparatory for the

We

—

Etchers are carefully noticed in

The

lively

"letter to a

detail.

young lady who asks

We

hope she

will

had much better learn

read between the

to

draw,

if

she can learn

of good suggesand see that she
she wishes to do any work of

china painting," although she cannot draw,
tions.

if

is full

lines,

value.

The section on Amateur Photography is always welcome to
those engaged in this fascinating work, which is doing a great deal
in bringing out interesting effects and in transcribing the phenomena of nature for future use in Art.
The number is an interesting one. We feel grateful to the editors
for going steadily on with their work through the holiday season,
instead of devoting their space to subjects only appropriate to the time.

NOTES.
at

"
Horace C. Bennett delivered a lecture " No Sin, No Crime
He criticized the
the Chicago Secular Union on Saturday last.

present attitude of our legal institutions toward criminals.

Chas.

A

Wenborne, successor

to

Moulton,

of Buffalo, N. Y., will publish an authorized

Wenborne

cS:

Co.,

American edition

of

Laurence Oliphant's latest work, ".Scientific Religion, or Higher
Possibilities of Life and Practice."

'

'

Toynbee Hall

work 'of

'

life.

" Facettes of

Dr. Daniel G. Brinton, of Philadelphia, entitled:

Love: from Browning,"

Opening

'

are in receipt of a delicate piece of literary criticism by

of the

Philadelphia,

— being

Browning Society

November

1888.

12,

of

We

that sentiment

at

the

New

Century Club, of
quote from it the closing

the

find

strives to realize.

"upon

Address

the Introductory

remark of Dr. Brinton, which we
Dr. Brinton,

The Art Amateur for January gives us a foretaste of possible
enjoyment in its description of the Metropolitan Museum of New
York. The noble building and beautiful halls are well filled with
objects of art and of decoration, while the Loan Collection offers
treasures of modern art from many private galleries.
Greta reports from Boston very handsomely of the collection
of prints, etchings, and drawings of Albert Driver, arranged by Mr.
S. R. Koehler, and speaks well of Miss Whitney's statue of Lief
Ericson.
We should be better pleased with a serious criticism
however severe of the Exhibition of Water Colors by Women than
with the smart style of comment which better befits the hasty paragraph in a newspaper than the columns of an Art Journal.
The Exhibition of the Academy and the work of American

as the

in

The Open Court

perfect clearness of mental vision, they can only smile at."

movements

" and
PeoLondon, and the Forsythe Street Work in New
York City, in which Dr. Swift has taken an active part. Dr. Swift
is a contributor to The Open Court, and an essay by him appears in the present number, discussing the education of the youth

classes through such

to express a

thought that

" I once wrote a book," says
which prompts man to make

and to satisfy his mind about such things as
God, immortality, and the like. I closed the volume with the
prediction that he will attain such satisfaction
only when he
for himself religions
soul,

'

of truth and love and
passed on these words as meaningless. They

rises to a practical appreciation of the identity
life.

'

Some

critics

yet lack philosophic development.

Nevertheless,

I

repeat

them

in

I leave it to you to decide whether they
do not embody the highest teachings of the two greatest poets of
the Victorian age. Browning and Tennyson; and as I turn their
jewelled pages I feel borne in upon me the truth of those sweet
and wise words of Plato: He who is led by the touch of love

closing this address, and

'

walks not in darkness.'

"

Ex-Governor Koerner, of Belleville, 111., writes to us: " In a
book entitled 'The Art of Conversing with Men,' by Baron von
Kniggy, first appearing in 1778, and since then republished in several editions, and which at the time made such a sensation as to be
translated into nearly all civilized languages, the author devotes
in conclusion a chapter regarding men's treatment of animals, of
which we give the following passage, as proof that Evolution seems
to have been in the mind as a vague idea at least of many thinking
persons:
If people who so often wantonly torment animals would
consider that they have been created by the merciful father to supply
our wants, and that no living being has a right to sport wantonly
with the life of a fellow creature; that an animal is possessed of as
acute feelings of pain as man and perhaps is affected even more
sensibly by tortures than ourselves, because its whole existence is
generally believed to depend upon sensual feelings; that this existence perhaps is the first step which it takes upon the scale of
creation to ascend gradually to the state in which we are, and
'

that cruelty against the brute creation imperceptibly leads to cruelty against

ally

"

our rational fellow creatures.'
general conception of evolution was

[We must add that the
more common to the end of

the eighteenth century than

supposed, and Mr. Koerner's quotation

of the

first

Herder.

is

is

gener-

proof of this fact.

advocates of man's origin from an animal existence

Ed.]
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